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5 Ways to Work Things Out
75338
12 min    KP  2009   McIntyre Films
Every day, young people face problems with friends, family and schoolmates. This program gives kids five strategies to help them resolve the problems they face in a safe and appropriate way. Children are taught that hitting is not a way to solve a problem and that fights can be avoided when they use their words to talk about the problem. The program demonstrates how blaming someone else for the problem doesn’t resolve the problem, but asking questions can lead to a satisfactory resolution for everyone involved with the problem.
No Other Versions Available

8 Ways to Handle Anger
75337
12 min    KP  2009   McIntyre Films
In this program, children learn that it’s okay to feel angry and there are safe and appropriate ways to handle anger. Children learn that recognizing your angry feelings is the first step towards handling anger and that they can be in charge when they’re able to “catch” their angry feelings. Simple strategies such as giving yourself a chance to cool off, walking away from an angry situation and physical activity are all things they can do to control their angry feelings and get rid of anger.
No Other Versions Available

Adventures of Rabbit and Bear Paws
77139
Kit               PJ  2014
This kit contains 6 books, The Voyageurs, True Hearts, The Sugar Bush, Bear Walker, Council of the Animals, and Tall Tale, and 5 teachers guides on cd.
No Other Versions Available

Are You a Bully?
74492
20 min    PJ  2006   McIntyre Films
Kids can be bullies and not even realize it. Viewers learn that bullies are not always the kids who hit or intimidate. Program encourages students to recognize bullying behavior in themselves. Viewers are introduced to five different bullies including Mark who thinks that tripping others on the bus and being the tough kid in school is cool, Abby who teases and taunts Lauren in dance class, and Nicky who didn’t make the basketball team so spreads rumors that Jimmy only made the team because his Dad knows the coach.
No Other Versions Available

Awesomeland
76482
7 min    PJ  2011   Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all but disappeared. In this episode, Spirit presents a bold and imaginative plan for Moltonia. It’s all fun and games, but is it really what the city needs?
No Other Versions Available

Baboon and Grandmother
74923
11 min    KPJ  2006   McIntyre Films
Grandmother is a trusting person. She is feeling very cold when a baboon comes by and tricks her into warming herself by climbing into a pot which is on fire. Soon, the grandmother wants to get out of the pot but the baboon refuses to help her as he intends to eat her. Fortunately, the grandmother sons arrive at the village and save her. The grandmother learns that not everybody is trustworthy.
No Other Versions Available

Behaving
75309
12 min    KP  2009   Film Ideas Inc.
Sophia and her friend Victor colourfully introduce a series of familiar animals, (bees, ants, ducks, bears etc.), whose behavior and natural instincts provide life lessons to children for modeling their own behavior and habits.
No Other Versions Available

Bink & Gollie - Two for One
76649
14 min    KP  2013   Mcnabb/Connolly Films
The fair is in town and these two very different girls— but best friends extraordinaire— use teamwork to navigate its many wonders.
No Other Versions Available

Birds of Clay
74909
11 min    KPJ  2006   McIntyre Films
A group of birds arrive at a village and eat half the farmers seeds. The greedy farmers decide to destroy all of the birds. Soon a large group of locusts arrive and without birds to scare them off, the locusts eat the crops. A terrible famine hits the land however through the selfless act of a child, birds return to the land. The villagers learn to share with the birds.
No Other Versions Available

Breathe, Think, Do with Sesame
11044
iPad App
KP
This is a resource app for you to share with your child to help teach skills such as problem solving, self-control, planning, and task persistence. Laugh and learn as you help a Sesame Street monster friend calm down and solve everyday challenges. This bilingual (English and Spanish), research-based app helps your child learn Sesame Breathe, Think, Do strategy for problem-solving. Tap and touch to help the monster friend take deep breaths, think of plans, and try them out! Your child will enjoy silly animations and playful interactions as she is exposed to important emotional vocabulary, a calm breathing technique, personalized encouragements, and more!
No Other Versions Available

Bullies Never Win
75468
10 min    KP  2010   McIntyre Films
Jessica's back and as worried as ever. She worries about everything, from her socks matching to doing well in school. But in Mr. Martin's class she has her biggest worry: Brenda Bailey. Brenda is a bully and she won’t leave Jessica alone. Brenda teases Jessica about her homework and her skinny legs. It worries Jessica so much, she can’t even sleep! Can Jessica stop worrying and stand up to Brenda?
No Other Versions Available

The Case of the Missing Mayor
76481
7 min    PJ  2011   Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all but disappeared. In this episode, the political dream team is ready to go, but where is Hudley? Spirit and Imm search throughout Moltonia for the missing Mayor.
No Other Versions Available

Cloudette
76648
12 min    KP  2013   Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Sometimes being small has its advantages. When Cloudette wants to do something big, she discovers that a little cloud can make a big difference.
No Other Versions Available
Community Character: Rules & Responsibilities

76463 DVD
20 min P 2012 McIntyre Films

As a citizen of a community, we all have rights and responsibilities. In this program, students will join our hosts Kirstie and Sean to learn how and why communities make and enforce laws. The program reveals how rules are linked to safety and designed to support fairness, and explains why there must be consequences for breaking community rules. Students will also discover how rules in a classroom and at home are just as important as the rules in a town or city. Students also hear from Tsimshian First Nations Elder and Educator, Shannon Thunderbird who tells children of the Seven Sacred Teachings - love, respect, courage, honesty, wisdom, humility and truth. Shannon shares her wonderful storytelling ability in sharing with children how each of these rules from our First Nations culture can help us be better people.

No Other Versions Available

Coretta Scott

76651 DVD
7 min KP 2013 McNabb/Connolly Films

The extraordinary union of poetic text by Ntozake Shange and artwork by Kadir Nelson captures the movement for civil rights in the United States and honors its most elegant inspiration, Coretta Scott.

No Other Versions Available

Courage, Initiative, Self Reliance

74481 DVD
10 min KP 2006 McIntyre Films

Auto-B-Good is a character development series featuring 9 animated vehicles, each with his or her own unique personality. This dvd covers: Courage, Initiative, and Self Reliance.

No Other Versions Available

Courtesay, Fairness, Confidence

744484 DVD
10 min KP 2006 McIntyre Films

Auto-B-Good is a character development series featuring 9 animated vehicles, each with his or her own unique personality. This dvd covers: Courtesy, Fairness, and Confidence.

No Other Versions Available

Crazy Hair Day

75359 DVD
10 min KP 2009 McNabb/Connolly Films

Stanley arrives at school, all set to celebrate Crazy Hair Day, only to find out he has mixed up the date with School Picture Day. In this uplifting story of friendship and kindness, what starts out as a worstever experience takes a surprising turn as Stanleys best friend and his classmates, concoct a creative show of solidarity.

No Other Versions Available

The Devils Trick

74913 DVD
11 min KPJ 2006 McIntyre Films

A ships captain decides to walk to the top of Table Mountain for a rest. The devil appears in disguise and insists the captain smoke a pipe until he dies. The cloud on Table Mountain is there to remind everyone about the dangers of smoking.

No Other Versions Available

Don't Stand By

74491 DVD
20 min PJ 2006 McIntyre Films

Using the video-diary format, viewers follow 4 young students who witness bullying and do something about it. Students see four ways a bystander can stand up to a bully: Stop a Bully Together, Talk to the Bully, Be a Friend and Tell an Adult. Since bystanders are clearly a part of the bullying problem, these peer intervention strategies can dramatically decrease the incidence of bullying.

No Other Versions Available

Each Kindness

76651 DVD
9 min KP 2014 McNabb/Connolly Films

Chloe and her friends shun the new girl, Maya, who eventually stops coming to school. When Chloe's teacher gives a lesson about how even small acts of kindness can change the world, Chloe realizes how much better it could have been if she'd shown a little kindness toward Maya.

No Other Versions Available

The Elements (6)

75128 DVD
24 min KPJ 2007 National Film Board

In The Elements, the survival skills of Talon, T-Bear, Raven and Mushom are tested by an unexpected storm. The children are helping Mushom (grandfather) set up a cultural camp so young people can learn traditional ways. Bad weather hits and the radio, generator and ATV break down. Mushom leaves the camp for help but has an accident along the way. Left alone, the children have several mishaps - including accidentally blowing up their ATV - and abandon camp. The family makes it home safely, but their journey to Elders Island teaches the children that taking shortcuts at any age is best avoided. T-Bear learns that his knowledge of electronics can come in handy in any situation.

No Other Versions Available

Estuary Adventures Where the River Meets the Sea: Don't Jump

73328 DVD
32 min KP 2004 Filmwest Associates

This animated 3D story features Ryukin, Karl and Paz, three fish friends who live and play in their neighborhood, the estuary. This unlikely trio learns what friendship and fun are all about, through their exploration of music, imagination and their environment, the estuary. Don't Jump to Conclusions offers young children some insight into why we often jump to conclusions when something or someone is new. Discovery of friendship, curiosity for new possibilities, and working together as a team, all bring home the many living skills that can be learned by young children.

No Other Versions Available

Exclamation Mark

76849 DVD
6 min PJ 2014 McNabb/Connolly Films

An exciting tale of self-discovery, this is the story about an exclamation mark. Its about fitting in and standing out, and with the help of others, finding your way. We all have an inner exclamation mark the question is how to find it!

No Other Versions Available

Five Ways to Stop a Bully

74490 DVD
20 min PJ 2006 McIntyre Films

This program shows victims and bystanders how to stop a bully. Viewers are guided through five strategies: Stay Away, Stand Up, Put on a Brave Face, Talk One-on-One and Tell an Adult. In each scenario viewers see what happens when bullies are not stopped versus what happens when someone stands up to the bully.

No Other Versions Available

The Four Corners of Moltonia

76483 DVD
7 min PJ 2011 McNabb/Connolly Films

Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all but disappeared. In this episode, the council members tour the different areas of Moltonia and talk to dragons about what they think the city really needs, only to discover that everyone has a very different opinion on the subject.

No Other Versions Available
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**Friend vs. Friend**
76485 DVD
7 min PJ 2011 McNabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all but disappeared. In this episode, Spirit and Imm, with different ideas about how to run the city, compete for the Mayor's attention. Worse, they stop talking to one another.
No Other Versions Available

**Getting to School Safely**
74486 DVD
17 min KP 2006 McIntyre Films
There are all kinds of ways that children get to school. Some take a school bus, some walk, ride their bikes, or skateboard and some get a drive. No matter how students manage to arrive and leave school, there are a set of rules they should learn and obey. This DVD shows kids both the wrong way, and then the RIGHT and SAFE way.
No Other Versions Available

**Happy, Mad, Silly, Sad**
73279 DVD
45 min KP 2003 Magic Lantern Communications
Love makes Barney's world go 'round, and the huggable dinosaur encourages his friends to express and understand their emotions in healthy ways, from creating masks to decorating a "Friends & Family Tree" with hearts. Barney uses songs and games to help his friends get in touch with their feelings. He reminds them that manners, sharing and taking turns are great ways to show you care about others.
No Other Versions Available

**The Hare and the Elephant**
74917 DVD
11 min KPJ 2006 McIntyre Films
An elephant wants to make friends with a hare, but the hare doesn't want to be friends with the elephant. The two of them set off to find food together and the elephant is attacked by the villagers but the hare does not help him. Later, a jackal appears and starts bothering the hare. The only way for the hare to escape is by jumping on the elephants back. The hare learns the importance of friendship.
No Other Versions Available

**The Hare and the Jackal**
74910 DVD
11 min KPJ 2006 McIntyre Films
The hare is caught by the jackal, who wants to eat him for dinner. The hare talks the jackal into letting him drink from the river. The jackal sees his reflection in the river and the hare tricks the jackal into believing his reflection is really another jackal. As a result, the hare is able to escape. Sometimes, when it is truly necessary, it is acceptable to bend the truth a little to stay out of danger/trouble.
No Other Versions Available

**Harry Jerome: The Fastest Man On Earth**
76402 DVD
10 min PJ 2011 National Film Board
Canadian Harry Jerome overcame racism to reach the heights of track-and-field success. When an injury threatens to end his career, Jerome trained diligently and went on to achieve one of the greatest comebacks in sports history. This film features two young students who guide us through Jerome's life, the challenges he faced and his legacy - which includes the harry jerome International Track Classic, an event that brings together youth and adults in a celebration of track and youth fitness.
No Other Versions Available

**Helen's Big World - The Life of Helen Keller**
77175 DVD
18 min PB 2016 McNabb/Connolly Films
This picture book biography is an excellent and accessible introduction for youngsters to learn about one of the world's most influential luminaries. Helen Kellers poignant narrative is beautifully captured in this unforgettable portrait of a woman whose vision for innovation and progress changed America - and the world - forever.
No Other Versions Available

**Help! Im a Bully**
74489 DVD
20 min PJ 2006 McIntyre Films
Bullying is a learned behavior that can be changed. In this program, the kids themselves discover their bullying behavior and successfully change it. Three scenarios are enacted: Help, I Spread Rumors; Help, I Leave People Out; and Help, I Thought It Was Funny. Viewers develop a real sense of the damage bullying causes to others and understand that it is not harmless fun.
No Other Versions Available

**A House for Hermit Crab**
77171 DVD
9 min KP 1987 McNabb/Connolly Films
In this classic story from Eric Carle, Hermit Crab has outgrown his snug little shell, so he finds himself a larger one. And along the way he finds many new friends to decorate and protect it.
No Other Versions Available

**How the Chameleon Got a Bad Name**
74919 DVD
11 min KPJ 2006 McIntyre Films
The Great Spirit decides whether to allow living creatures to live forever or if they should grow old and die. At first, the Great Spirit decides that creatures will live forever and asks Chameleon to spread the message. But, after talking to various animals, the Spirit changes his mind. He then sends Gecko to race ahead of the chameleon to let the world know. The Gecko arrives at the village first and Chameleon is blamed for not being fast enough with his message. Chameleon is blamed for the fact that all creatures grow old and eventually die.
No Other Versions Available

**I Want My Hat Back**
76652 DVD
9 min KP 2013 McNabb/Connolly Films
Bear's hat is gone. None of the animals have seen it. He is starting to become despondent, until his memory is sparked by a dear who asks just the right question.
No Other Versions Available

**Independence, Resourcefulness, Cleanliness**
74483 DVD
10 min KP 2006 McIntyre Films
Auto-B-Good is a character development series featuring 9 animated vehicles, each with his or her own unique personality. This DVD covers: Independence, Resourcefulness, and Cleanliness.
No Other Versions Available

**The Jackal and the Lion**
74920 DVD
11 min KPJ 2006 McIntyre Films
Once upon a time, animals lived in homes, just like humans. Jackal arrives at home, feeling very hungry. He sees Lion fixing his roof and asks Lion if he could share some food, but Lion refuses. So Jackal decides to help Lion fix his roof, hoping Lion will change his mind. Lion still refuses. Jackal decides to tie lion to his roof and proceeds to eat all of Lion's food. Lion goes hungry because he was not willing to share.
No Other Versions Available
Lazy Hare and the Well
74922 DVD
11 min KPJ 2006 McIntyre Films
All the animals decide to dig a well, but lazy Hare doesn't want to help. However, he thinks he'll be able to drink the water after the others have done the work. The animals trick Hare and get him stuck to a root in the well. They free him only when Hare agrees to dig his own well. Hare has far more to do on his own than if he helped the others in a team.
No Other Versions Available

Leopard and Her Spots
74924 DVD
11 min KPJ 2006 McIntyre Films
Leopard is a vain animal who thinks she is very pretty. A snake challenges her to tell him how many spots she has. Leopard tries very hard to find out many spots she has. The snake is able to trap Leopard as he pretends to count her spots. Leopard's vanity leads to her punishment, being eaten by the snake.
No Other Versions Available

The Lion's Promise
74918 DVD
11 min KPJ 2006 McIntyre Films
A hunter comes across a lion trapped in a thorn bush. The lion asks for help but first the hunter makes the lion promise not to eat him once he is set free. The lion agrees but then goes back on his promise when he is freed. Hare appears and tricks the lion into going back into the thornbush, allowing the hunter to escape. Lion learns the importance of keeping his promise.
No Other Versions Available

Listen to What I Just Heard! Rumors and Gossip
74100 DVD
16 min KP 2004 Kinetic Video Inc.
Young children usually accept everything they hear as the truth. Yet often the story that’s being told isn’t true at all - it’s a rumor. likening the spread of rumors and gossip to the game “telephone”, this program helps young children understand the importance of asking questions and setting the record straight before accepting a story as true. Makes kids aware of how rumors and gossip can lead to hurt feelings. Three age appropriate vignettes demonstrate the lessons that focus on: Rumors Hurt; Stop the Gossip; and, Starting Rumors is Mean
No Other Versions Available

Lonely Old Woman
74916 DVD
11 min KPJ 2006 McIntyre Films
There is an old woman who hates children. The children play mean tricks on her. One day the old woman catches them and warns them not to return. They do return. In the meantime, the old lady becomes blind and has to ask the children for help. The children agree and in exchange, she tells them a story every day. The old lady learns to work, love and cherish people around her, regardless of their age.
No Other Versions Available

Magic Cattle
74921 DVD
11 min KPJ 2006 McIntyre Films
Once upon a time, there lived a herd of magic cattle. They had been sent by the Great Spirits to help the people. The villagers from the next village decide to steal the magic cattle and also take the twins that look after them. After the villagers eat one of the cattle and fall asleep, the cattle and twins are able to escape. They come across a river and call on the Great Spirit to help them cross. The river parts and the twins and cattle cross safely. When the thieves try to follow them through the river, it closes again and the thieves are drowned.
No Other Versions Available

Monkey Business
74911 DVD
11 min KPJ 2006 McIntyre Films
A baboon holds a trial to determine who slashed the tailors dress. When everyone insists they are not guilty, the baboon decides to find them all guilty and sentences each with a punishment. The lesson being, learn the significance of telling the truth.
No Other Versions Available
Pillars Forever
76654 DVD 10 min KP 2013 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and
protect their personal freedoms - including their right to
fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all
but disappeared. In this episode, the dragons in Moltonia
are flying again, but dangerously so. Newly elected mayor
Hudley - with Spirit and Imm as her assistants must decide
whether to go back on her election promise and forbid
flying again.
No Other Versions Available

Obedience, Self Control, Polite
74475 DVD 10 min KP 2006 McIntyre Films
Auto-B-Good is a character development series featuring
9 animated vehicles, each with his or her own unique
personality. This dvd covers: Obedience, Self Control, and
Politeness.
No Other Versions Available

The Once and Future Mayor
76486 DVD 7 min PJ 2011 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and
protect their personal freedoms - including their right to
fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all
but disappeared. In this episode, Cragg, fed up with
being out of power, takes matters into his own claws, with
devastating results for Moltonia.
No Other Versions Available

Ori, You Glad to See Me?
76484 DVD 7 min PJ 2011 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and
protect their personal freedoms - including their right to
fly and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all
but disappeared. In this episode, Crabby fights for the rights
of Orig dragons who appear to have been forgotten by the
city council.
No Other Versions Available

Patriotism, Citizenship, Loyalty
74480 DVD 10 min KP 2006 McIntyre Films
Auto-B-Good is a character development series featuring
9 animated vehicles, each with his or her own unique
personality. This dvd covers: Patriotism, Citizenship, and
Loyalty.
No Other Versions Available

Peanut Butter and Jellyfish
77176 DVD 8 min KP 2015 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Peanut Butter and Jellyfish are best of friends and swim
up, down, around, and through their ocean home. Crabby
is their neighbor. He is not their best friend. But when
Crabby gets in trouble, will Peanut Butter and Jellyfish
come to the rescue? You bet they will!
No Other Versions Available

Perseverance, Sportsmanship, Self-Discipline
74482 DVD 10 min KP 2006 McIntyre Films
Auto-B-Good is a character development series featuring
9 animated vehicles, each with his or her own unique
personality. This dvd covers: Perseverance, Sportsmanship,
and Self-Discipline.
No Other Versions Available

Pillars Forever
76488 DVD 7 min PJ 2011 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and
protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly
and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all
but disappeared. In this episode, everyone works together
to stop the rising tide and save the day, and so ends they
story. Or does it?
No Other Versions Available

Peanut Butter and Jellyfish
77176 DVD 8 min KP 2015 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Peanut Butter and Jellyfish are best of friends and swim
up, down, around, and through their ocean home. Crabby
is their neighbor. He is not their best friend. But when
Crabby gets in trouble, will Peanut Butter and Jellyfish
come to the rescue? You bet they will!
No Other Versions Available

Perseverance, Sportsmanship, Self-Discipline
74482 DVD 10 min KP 2006 McIntyre Films
Auto-B-Good is a character development series featuring
9 animated vehicles, each with his or her own unique
personality. This dvd covers: Perseverance, Sportsmanship,
and Self-Discipline.
No Other Versions Available

Pillars Forever
76488 DVD 7 min PJ 2011 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Two young dragons take up the challenge to restore and
protect their personal freedoms - including their right to fly
and breathe fire - in a world where these values have all
but disappeared. In this episode, everyone works together
to stop the rising tide and save the day, and so ends they
story. Or does it?
No Other Versions Available
Sexual Abuse: It’s Not Your Fault
76399   DVD
30 min   PJ  2011 Distribution Access
Elementary aged students present real-life scenarios of sexual abuse and the resulting emotional impact. Follow the children from the beginning to end to identify what sexual harassment is, how to handle this serious issue and establish available age-appropriate solutions.
No Other Versions Available

Shakutara
74908   DVD
11 min   KPJ  2006 Mcintyre Films
A King, Shakutara, meets and falls in love with a beautiful maiden. They married, but soon afterwards the King had to go back to work. The King gave her a magical ring to remind her of his love. However, the Kings advisers steal the ring to make the King forget about his bride. Fate intervenes and soon the King and his bride are reunited forever. True love remains with you always.
No Other Versions Available

Sharing
75310   DVD
12 min   KP  2009 Film Ideas Inc.
Sophia and her friend Victor colourfully introduce a series of familiar animals, (bees, ants, ducks, bears etc.), whose behavior and natural instincts provide life lessons to children for modeling their own behavior and habits. Sharing duties (bees).
No Other Versions Available

Sigwan
303.3/85   75171   DVD
13 min   P  2005 National Film Board
Sigwan tells the touching story of a young girl who is comforted and counselled by the animals of the forest. Written and directed by distinguished filmmaker Alanis Obomsawin, the film addresses issues of exclusion and prejudice that exist within many communities worldwide.
No Other Versions Available

Sikulume - Zhosa Hero
74925   DVD
11 min   KPJ  2006 Mcintyre Films
Sikulumes seven elder brothers, the strongest men in the village, do not return from the valley of the giants. They went there to gather food for the village. Sikulume decides to bring his brother back. But the only way for him to succeed is through an act of great bravery. He does the brave deed, brings his brothers back and becomes a great Chief. The lesson: willingness and dedication yield positive results in the end.
No Other Versions Available

Spoon
75491   DVD
8 min   KP  2010 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Spoon has always been a happy little utensil. But lately he feels like life is just not cutting it. Fork, Knife and Chopsticks all have it so much better than Spoon. But do they? This book celebrates what makes each of us special.
No Other Versions Available

Stick and Stone
77169   DVD
8 min   K  2015
When Stick rescues Stone from a prickly situation with a Pinecone, the pair become fast friends. But when Stick gets stuck, can Stone return the favour? With a subtle anti-bullying message even the young will understand, Stick and Stone have energy, emotion, and personality to spare and share a story of kindness and friendship that all will enjoy.
No Other Versions Available

Supertruck
77168   DVD
5 min   KP  2015 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
When the city is hit by a colossal snowstorm, only one superhero can save the day. But who is the mysterious hero, and why does he disappear once his job is done? Find out in this snowy tale about a little truck with a very big job.
No Other Versions Available

Thankfulness, Generosity, Goodwill
74477   DVD
10 min   KP  2006 Mcintyre Films
Auto-B-Good is a character development series featuring 9 animated vehicles, each with his or her own unique personality. This dvd covers: Thankfulness, Generosity and Goodwill.
No Other Versions Available

There’s No “I” in Hockey (1)
75127   DVD
24 min   KPJ  2007 National Film Board
Talon and his cousin T-Bear play on the same hockey team, but their relationship becomes strained when they both try to win the attention of Melanie, a girl on an opposing team. The three are all playing in the hockey tournament at the Wapos Bay Winter Festival. Meanwhile, Raven is having a little too much fun and not helping her grandmother prepare the Kohkum/Granddaughter bannock competition at the Festival. Frustrated by waiting for her granddaughter to help out, Kohkum quits preparing for the contest. The three children acquire some valuable lessons with the help of Kohkum and Mushom. Raven’s grandmother prepare the Kohkum/Granddaughter bannock competition at the Festival. Meanwhile, Raven is having a little too much fun and not helping her grandmother prepare the Kohkum/Granddaughter bannock competition at the Festival. Frustrated by waiting for her granddaughter to help out, Kohkum quits preparing for the contest. The three children acquire some valuable lessons with the help of Kohkum and Mushom. Raven’s determination to compete in the contest.
No Other Versions Available

They Dance at Night (3)
75124   DVD
24 min   KPJ  2007 National Film Board
Strange things happen in Wapos Bay after Raven defies tradition and whistles at the northern lights. And T-Bear also breaks with an age-old ritual by neglecting to offer tobacco ties before picking sweet grass. In Wapos Bay: They Dance at Night all three children discover that carelessness is disrespectful. With help from Mushom and a wise elder, they take part in a traditional ceremony that puts things right. Wapos Bay is a light-hearted stop-motion animation series about the adventures of three Cree children living in remote northern Saskatchewan. Includes English and Cree versions.
No Other Versions Available

Those Shoes
75396   DVD
12 min   KP  2007 Mcintyre Films
Jeremy yearns for a pair of the black high-top sneakers all the kids are wearing, but his grandmother can’t afford them so he makes do with a pair from the box of cast-offs in the school guidance office. To his amazement and delight, Jeremy finds a too-small pair of the prized shoes on a visit to the thrift shop and hopes they will stretch to fit his feet. When they don’t, Jeremy struggles with his conscience and reluctantly gives the shoes to his friend. This inner city story poignantly explores how generosity and friendship ultimately outweigh the appeal of material possessions.
No Other Versions Available

The Tiny Seed
77167   DVD
11 min   KP  1987 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
The fascinating story of the life cycle of a flower told through the adventures of a tiny seed by the beloved author/illustrator Eric Carle. Young readers will cheer at the happy outcome of this exciting tale.
No Other Versions Available
What I Like about Me: Building Self Esteem
11341
2005
Kinetic Video Inc.

We All Get Mad Sometimes
74479
2006
McIntyre Films

Tolerance, Consideration, Uniqueness
74907
2006
McIntyre Films

The Tortoise and the Elephant
74476
2006
McIntyre Films

Truthfulness, Honesty, Kindness
74912
2006
McIntyre Films

Understanding & Making Maps
74634
2004
Distribution Access

Watersnake and the Magic Stone
74912
2006
McIntyre Films

We All Get Mad Sometimes
75339
2009
McIntyre Films

What I Like about Me: Building Self Esteem
74804
2005
Kinetic Video Inc.
The guide has been designed to provide classroom material for each Program: Objectives, Program synopses, discussion questions, vocabulary, and activities. 70 pages
No Other Versions Available